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my_string = "'' the quick brown ''
wolf''" I want to create new string

having all the text but only
between and next occurrence of ''.

My target output for my_string
should be: my_output = "the

quick brown wolf" Thanks A:
Just split it and take the first part:
my_string.split(' ')[1] # 'the quick
brown wolf' at the Poteau Junior

High School. March was very
slow, but I sold a lot of kilos of
dope and ran some numbers on

the kilos to see what I was talking
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about. The prices were good,
almost double the prices of the

Tennessee and Oklahoma
markets. It took some work, but I
was trying to turn my house into a
cartel compound, just like the one
in Queens New York, only it was
run by a 5 foot tall thug named

Blackie McGrady. I really took a
lot of people to school on that
one, but I was sold. Dan: I’m
saying, I might not remember

how to read a random email but I
sure know if it’s addressed to me.
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Steven: Then, that’s all a part of
the charm. When you connect it

all together, everything is perfect.
It sounds like you’re buying all

your supplies from the same guy
in Texas, and letting some of your

customers handle the shit in
Oklahoma. Dan: We try and keep
it fresh. Let’s face it, there’s only

so much product that we can
sneak in and have it fly out to

Texas. I know so many local guys
that would love to handle the shit,

but I just don’t have time to do
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that. At least not right now.
Steven: Yeah, but you have time

to do you, right? Dan: I have
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